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Professional Education for Professional Life

Foreword
In reflecting on the period since the publication of our last Corporate Plan in
June 2006 we can proudly say that the University of Ulster community has
achieved much in delivering our strategy. In doing so we have been building on
the considerable advances made both since our University was established in
1984 and by our predecessor institutions. Our achievements are too numerous to
mention in a short foreword but we can illustrate just a few of the most notable.
In 2010, the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA), the body responsible for
independently reviewing the systems for the assurance of the academic standards
of awards and the management of the quality of the learning opportunities
accessible to students in UK universities, conducted a periodic review of our
systems and processes. The QAA reported its confidence in the quality and
standards of our awards and learning opportunities and commented positively
on many aspects of our work including our commitment and contributions to the
economic, cultural and social development of Northern Ireland. It also commended
our success in widening access to higher education where we rank in the top 10
of UK universities. A feature of our many widening access activities is our Step-up
programme which we extended into Greater Belfast in 2006. In place in Derry/
Londonderry since 2000, this highly acclaimed initiative involves the University
working in partnership with secondary schools, local industry, hospitals and
government agencies to provide new learning opportunities for young people who
live in areas of social and economic disadvantage to raise their levels of academic
achievement and inspire them to progress to higher education. A successful new
widening access initiative, Sparking the Imagination, was also introduced during
the period. This involves working with children, their parents and teachers from
seven inner city primary schools in Belfast to enhance educational attainment
and opportunities and raise children’s self-esteem. In teaching and learning
we have introduced many new courses and developments. Notable amongst
these, in 2009, we opened our Graduate School of Professional Legal Education
at our Magee campus in Derry/Londonderry which provides, for the first time,
the opportunity for trainee solicitors to obtain a professional qualification outside
Belfast. In the last Research Assessment Exercise in 2008, which measures the
quality of research in universities across the UK, we came in the top third overall
and in the top three nationally in Nursing, Biomedical Sciences and Celtic Studies
with ten further research groups in the top twenty. We have a strong track record
of translating our knowledge and technology into services, support and capacity
building for businesses, the community and voluntary sectors and into marketable
products through, for instance, spin-out companies and patents.
Over the period of our last Plan we were also looking to our future. In an
independent review commissioned by the Department for Employment and
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Learning (DEL), our Jordanstown campus had been identified as a priority for
replacement. That is why, in 2009, we announced our plans to relocate the
majority of our courses from Jordanstown to a new purpose-built campus in the
Cathedral Quarter of Belfast to be completed by 2018. We have already purchased
the sites for this development adjacent to our existing Belfast campus and planning
is progressing well. Our prudent financial plan and investment strategy will enable
us to fully fund this exciting development over a twenty-five year period. We will
maintain our presence at Jordanstown by developing it as a sports campus and will
also retain some specialist research facilities and student residences there. Also, in
2009, we announced our plan to expand provision at Magee. The business case
for this expansion has been approved by DEL. At Coleraine we are committed
to consolidating student numbers and have introduced new courses such as
the pharmacy programmes, and we will work with other agencies in an effort to
develop a business park and bolster economic activity in the area.
As we discussed, developed and consulted on this new Corporate Plan we were
conscious that we were embarking on this next phase of our journey during a
period of considerable uncertainty and change for higher education. The current
economic downturn is a key source of such uncertainty. The uncertainty that
exists in the external environment represents a considerable risk to the University.
However in managing that risk we recognise and embrace the opportunity to
clearly define the purpose and values of the University. In such turbulent and
challenging times it is vital for us to remain true to our values, to maintain our focus
and to have a clear view of where we want to be in five years’ time. We need this
clarity of purpose to preserve our distinctiveness while making our contribution to
rebalancing the Northern Ireland economy and creating a better and more inclusive
society. In this Corporate Plan we have set out a vision, goals and objectives which
provide that focus and clarity and take cognizance of the operating environment.
In doing so we recognise the importance of effectively communicating our vision,
goals and objectives to key stakeholders and the need to maintain the confidence
of those stakeholders in the University. We also welcome the opportunity to engage
with a new Programme for Government as it is developed and implemented.
Our Plan is not about standing still, it is about agility, flexibility, ambition and
success. There will be difficult decisions ahead but we are confident that collectively
we have the capability and professionalism to work together to take those
decisions and to go on to deliver and celebrate success.

Gerry Mallon
Pro-Chancellor and Chairman of Council
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Professor Richard Barnett
Vice-Chancellor

1.

CONTEXT FOR OUR CORPORATE PLAN
2011/12 TO 2015/16
To focus and deepen our contribution to the economic,
social and cultural development of Northern Ireland and its
global standing.
As our name conveys, the University of Ulster (Ulster) is a university of its locality:
Northern Ireland. The Ulster community, located across our four campuses in
Belfast, Coleraine, Jordanstown and Magee in Derry/Londonderry, is strongly
committed to the inclusive economic, social and cultural transformation and
advancement of Northern Ireland globally. The strength, quality and success
of our teaching provision, our widening access and participation initiatives, our
graduates, our research and innovation, and the commitment of our staff are
widely acknowledged. In particular, we value our ability to combine the shaping
and delivery of our core academic provision by building close and productive links
across the economy and society both locally and internationally.
It is against this background that we have set out the context for our Corporate
Plan 2011/12 to 2015/16 – to focus and deepen our contribution to the economic,
social and cultural development of Northern Ireland and its global standing.
We have already put into place some important initiatives to help us deliver
our strategy. Over the coming years we will continue to build upon these firm
foundations to enhance further and enrich our students’ experience and to equip
them with the knowledge, skills and confidence to become future leaders. We will
strengthen further and develop scholarship and our selected areas of research
excellence to inspire in our students, staff and partners innovation and creativity
to contribute fully to rebalancing Northern Ireland’s economy and society. We will
develop further the links between teaching and research. We will seek to expand
our opportunities internationally and diversify our sources of income. We will be
mindful of the economic and political climate in which we are operating over the
planning period. We will manage all our affairs and our resources prudently through
robust annual business planning and associated risk management strategies. .
At its heart, this University is about the creation of knowledge through research and
its dissemination through teaching and innovation. Our focus is on teaching and
research that advances and develops disciplines and impacts directly on policy and
professional practice.
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2.

OUR VISION
Leading in the provision of
Professional Education for Professional Life

3.

OUR VALUES
The University of Ulster community is characterised by our
values which define our ethos and underpin the delivery of
our Corporate Plan and everything we do.
At Ulster we value:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

raising aspirations and making our programmes accessible to those who have
the capacity to benefit;
being accountable for what we say and do;
confidence and taking pride in our achievements;
creativity and adaptability in anticipating and responding to opportunities,
challenges and change;
equality, diversity and inclusiveness;
students, staff and the people we work with as individuals with their own
needs;
quality in learning and personal development for our students and staff;
respect for ourselves and others; and
openness and honesty in our dealings with others.
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DELIVERY
In delivering our Vision of leading in the provision of
professional education for professional life our focus will
be on two primary and integrated corporate goals relating
to teaching and learning and research and innovation.
These will be delivered in the context of a supporting
environmental goal.

➡

➡

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION FOR PROFESSIONAL LIFE

EXCELLENT, ACCESSIBLE TEACHING
AND LEARNING

FOCUSED RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
AND INNOVATION

To deliver high quality, flexible, studentcentred, programmes of study that
are intellectually challenging and which
provide our students with opportunities
to develop their knowledge, skills and
confidence to:

To advance knowledge by achieving
international excellence in our chosen
areas of research and to transfer
knowledge in support of economic,
social and cultural development through:

 gain stimulating and fulfilling
employment and to contribute to
the advancement of their chosen
profession;

 the achievement of high quality
research outputs in our chosen
areas of research and by developing
further both interdisciplinary and
collaborative research;

➡➡

 enable those graduates who have
the ability, and who seek to do so,
to undertake advanced study and/or
research in their chosen subject;

 the translation of knowledge into
intellectual assets;

and which

 contributes to enriching teaching
and the learning experience of our
students.

and which

➡

 maintains our position as a sector
leader in widening access to higher
education.

➡

4.

A WELL-LED, HEALTHY WORKING AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Through effective, distributive leadership and management, to provide a supportive, inclusive
and financially sustainable working and learning environment and physical infrastructure.
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CORPORATE GOAL 1
EXCELLENT, ACCESSIBLE TEACHING AND LEARNING
To deliver high quality, flexible, student-centred programmes of study
that are intellectually challenging and which provide our students with
opportunities to develop the knowledge, skills and confidence to:
 gain stimulating and fulfilling employment and to contribute to the
advancement of their chosen profession;
 enable those graduates who have the ability, and who seek to do so, to
undertake advanced study and/or research in their chosen subject;
and which
 maintains our position as a sector leader in widening access to higher
education.

OUR OBJECTIVES FOR DELIVERING THIS GOAL ARE:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

to develop flexible and accessible programmes and learning provision in
anticipation of students’ changing needs and study patterns;
to enhance the quality of teaching and learning by providing programmes that
are scholarship-informed and, where appropriate, research-led;
to develop within all our programmes employability, including preparation for
self-employment, and personal development opportunities to promote the
attributes and qualities of the Ulster graduate;
to work in partnership, wherever possible, with professional and statutory
bodies to offer coterminous awards and fitness for professional practice;
to continue to extend our successful outreach activities to raise educational
attainment levels and widen participation by those who have the capacity to
benefit from higher education to the advantage of society and the economy;
to develop, in partnership with our key stakeholders, professionally and
vocationally relevant programmes;
to diversify the learning environment by increasing the number of international
students;
to cultivate in our students curiosity, independent learning and the ability to
apply their knowledge and skills; and
to develop within our students the capacity, for those who have the ability and
seek to do so, to undertake higher level study and/or research in their chosen
field.
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KEY SUCCESS INDICATORS
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A portfolio of programmes that reflects greater innovation, flexibility and
creativity in curriculum design and delivery.
Achievement of the Academic Plan.
Enhanced employability and employment prospects.
Improved student non-continuation and progression to at least meet the HESA
benchmarks.
Increased engagement with professional activities and practice to enhance the
student experience.
Increased proportion of subjects that meet or exceed the National Student
Survey average and to at least meet the national average in terms of overall
student satisfaction.
To maintain our position as a sector leader in widening participation.

CHALLENGES POSED BY THE EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT
•
•
•

Managing the impact of changes in higher education policy, and in particular
student funding policy.
Responding innovatively to reduced opportunities for work-based and
work-related learning because of a contracting employment market.
Countering the impact of diminished opportunities for graduate and
postgraduate level employment.
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CORPORATE GOAL 2
FOCUSED RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION
To advance knowledge by achieving international excellence in our
chosen areas of research and to transfer knowledge in support of
economic, social and cultural development through:
 the achievement of high quality research outputs in our chosen areas
of research and by developing further both interdisciplinary and
collaborative research;
 the translation of knowledge into intellectual assets;
and which
 contributes to enriched teaching and the learning experience of our
students.

OUR OBJECTIVES FOR DELIVERING THIS GOAL ARE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

to enhance the quality of outputs from our chosen areas of research when
assessed against international standards of excellence;
to provide an optimum environment within which high quality research will be
fostered, sustainable and vibrant;
to develop further a culture where research, discovery, creativity and innovation
are encouraged and appropriately supported;
to facilitate the translation of knowledge into intellectual assets that impact
positively upon the economy, society, culture and the arts;
to develop further interdisciplinary research capacity and outputs;
to foster, establish and maintain productive research collaborations and
partnerships with other institutions and organisations locally, nationally and
internationally;
to disseminate effectively the outputs and impacts of our research and
innovation and communicate effectively these outcomes;
to attract, train, develop and progress high quality postgraduate research
students and early career research staff; and
to integrate research further within curriculum design and delivery to enhance
the learning experience of our students.
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KEY SUCCESS INDICATORS
•
•
•

•

•

A measurable increase in the quality of research activity as evidenced by an
improved performance at the REF 2014.
A sustainable research environment as evidenced by increased research grant
income.
A strong and developing network of international collaboration as evidenced by
a strong flow of research activity (including staff exchange and public output)
across the collaborative network.
A definable alignment between research activity and teaching as evidenced
by a focus on research that underpins strong teaching provision at both
undergraduate and postgraduate levels.
A well-defined outflow of knowledge creation and transfer influencing the
economy and society in general as evidenced by staff contributing to policy/
industry/commercial/ creative and cultural developments through their research
expertise.

CHALLENGES POSED BY THE EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT
•
•

Maintaining research quality and selectivity in the context of the introduction of
the Research Excellence Framework.
Competing successfully for appropriate levels of grants and funding in a
contracting funding environment.
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ENABLING GOAL
A WELL-LED, HEALTHY WORKING AND LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT
Through effective, distributive leadership and management, to provide
a supportive, inclusive, resilient and financially sustainable working and
learning environment and physical infrastructure where:
 our business is conducted to the highest standards of corporate
governance and corporate social responsibility;
 constructive, innovative and creative contributions and performance are
recognised and appropriately rewarded;
 equality, respect for diversity and inclusivity are promoted and
embedded;
 the health, safety and well-being of staff and students are priorities; and
 environmental sustainability is promoted and developed.

OUR OBJECTIVES FOR DELIVERING THIS GOAL ARE:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

to stimulate further and support effective governance, planning and
performance monitoring to deliver a fully accountable, compliant, risk aware,
high performing and sustainable University;
to develop and implement a robust and flexible human resource strategy, which
ensures that we continue to attract, develop, appropriately reward and retain
high calibre staff who are committed and contribute effectively to the delivery of
our corporate goals and objectives;
to engender high levels of staff engagement through effective, distributive
leadership and management in the context of open communications and clear
accountability for all staff;
to implement effectively our estate strategy, including the Greater Belfast
Development and developments in the North West, and our information
technology strategy to modernise and enhance the provision of all our activities
and services;
to provide appropriate, effective and sustainable learning, pastoral, financial and
related student support services to our students and particularly in support of
students from non-traditional and disadvantaged backgrounds;
to continue to implement our strategy for sports to provide opportunities for our
students and staff, and to work in partnership with appropriate sports support
organisations to develop our sports campus;
to develop further and implement our environmental sustainability strategy.
to grow our development fundraising generation; and
to grow and diversify our income base and ensure effectiveness, efficiency and
economy in all our activities.
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KEY SUCCESS INDICATORS
•

•

•
•
•

Appropriate governance, leadership and management structures to implement
effectively and efficiently our Corporate Plan goals and objectives and manage
associated risk.
A high performing, engaged and motivated workforce as evidenced by the
effective implementation of our human resource strategy – our Engaging People
Strategy.
Fit for purpose, safe and sustainable campuses.
Diversified, sustainable funding sources.
Achievement of our financial targets as agreed in our financial strategy.

CHALLENGES POSED BY THE EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT
•
•
•

Delivering our vision, key goals and objectives in a changing local/national
higher education policy/fiscal environment.
Ensuring our financial viability in a period of changes in student demand,
increasing costs, and reductions in government investment in the sector.
Responding effectively to enhanced environmental management and
sustainability expectations.
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5.

IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING,
EVALUATION AND REVIEW
In support of the implementation of our Corporate Plan,
we develop a suite of core, integrated strategies covering
Teaching and Learning, Widening Participation and
Research and Innovation, together with related supporting
strategies including Estate, Finance, Human Resources
and Information Technology. Following the adoption of
this Corporate Plan by the Council, our governing body,
these strategies are being revisited in order to ensure their
alignment to the Plan and, where necessary, they will be
revised or renewed.
The activities and action plans associated with these strategies form the basis of
our annual business plan, the Integrated Corporate Programme, which sets out our
priorities for each year against which achievement in the delivery of our objectives
and key success indicators is monitored and reported. The integrated nature of
this approach also allows us to continually monitor and control emerging risk. We
will also continue to use the appropriate published data sets to benchmark our
performance against other similar institutions nationally and internationally.
Our Senior Management Team led by the Vice-Chancellor will be responsible
for leading in the development and implementation of activities and initiatives
to deliver our goals and objectives and for identifying and managing associated
risks. Our Senate, which has responsibility for academic affairs, will have oversight
of academic planning and quality and standards in teaching and research. Our
Council will be responsible for overseeing the effective delivery of our goals and
objectives by regularly monitoring our performance against agreed success
indicators and targets.
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